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In Paradise Zion • 
EARLY MORMONS IN THE SOUTH SEAS 
EVERYONE KNOWS something about the Mormon struggle for a place on the American frontier, and the ultimate settlement in the 
mountain valleys of Utah in 1847. But on the underside of the world 
at the same time there was being enacted on volcanic islands and 
coral reefed atolls of the South Seas another part of the Mormon epic, 
an epic itself, heroic and enduring, unheralded and unsung, of ardent 
missionaries dedicated to a prophetic religion's inherent commitment 
to the idea of universal conversion. 
From most humble and precarious beginnings the first truly 
foreign mission of the Mormons spread its influence until today there 
are Mormon establishments throughout the Pacific world - the 
bordering states and nations, and the islands of the sea. Mormon 
temples and church colleges stand on Oahu in the Hawaiian Islands, 
and on North Island in New Zealand. Chapels of stone, concrete, 
and plant fiber are to be found scattered from one end of the Pacific 
to the other. The Mormon gospel is taught in Tahitian, Rarotongan, 
Hawaiian, Samoan, Tongan, Maori, Japanese, and Chinese. 
It would be interesting to essay this entire development in an 
evening, but I fear it would be more chronology than history. And 
rather than be charged with saying nothing about everything, I pro-
pose to concentrate our attention on Mormon penetration into the 
islands of the Southeast Pacific - the Society Islands, the Australs, and 
the Tuamotus, 1844-1852. 
The expansion of Mormonism is an extension of that world his-
toric movement characteristic of all prophetic religions. It is a seg-
ment of the history of the expansion of Christianity in the world, and 
at the same time is an element in the story of America overseas. Mis-
sionaries have ever been ambassadors of much more than their own 
religious teaching. 
THE IDEA OF CONVERSION 
F UNDAMENTAL TO ALL missionary enterprise is the idea of conversion, one of the most powerful influences in the cultural history of man-
kind. Conversion is that process by which one lays aside an old set 
of religious beliefs and practices and with conviction takes up another. 
The most frequently recurring process of change from the old to the 
new is syncretism, by which the convert equates attractive and useful 
features of the new message with meaningful features of the old. 
Never is the old fully abandoned, however, but continues on, some-
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what harmonized with the new. Often a new faith is no more than 
a veneer on the old way of life. This is ever the problem of new wine 
in old bottles. 
The story of Christian missions in the Pacific is that of the meet-
ing of what may be termed primitive and prophetic religions. Primi-
tive religion is social. It satisfies the demands of the particular group 
and does not go beyond that group. The essential element is practice, 
the observance of custom hallowed by tradition. Religion, as we 
think of it, does not exist as a separate aspect of life, but is an integral 
part of group life. To change what we refer to as religion, without 
changing much of the cultural fabric, is impossible. 
In prophetic religion, ideas are all-important. The prophet is 
profoundly dissatisfied with the religious, moral, and spiritual state of 
his world as he sees it. He has a deep religious experience. He is 
convinced he is led by something external and objective, and his mes-
sage from the infinite. He proclaims his revelation, he speaks out -
he is a prophet. His disciples renounce their old ways and follow 
him along a new path. 
Whereas primitive religion is static, prophetic religion is dynamic. 
The former makes no important religious contacts with other cultures, 
while the latter crosses religious frontiers to change whole culture 
worlds. Prophetic religion is missionary centered. Its message is for 
the whole brotherhood of mankind, and disciples fired by a prophetic 
call give of themselves and sometimes sacrifice their all in this effort 
at universal conversion. 
Mormonism, in the nineteenth century, was indeed prophetic 
and it, as one of many Christian religions, also prophetic, advancing 
in the Pacific during that century, met primitive religion at various 
stages of development only recently in contact with Christians. It was 
a missionary age in a time of unprecedented commercial and political 
expansion. Mormonism was born in that age and expanded with it. 
THE EARLY EXPANSION OF MORMONISM 
M ORMONISM, like so many reform movements in Christianity, was both a look forward and a look backward. It looked backward in 
time to the days of the apostles and announced itself a restoration of 
the primitive church, with the same teaching, gifts, powers, and bless-
ings. It looked forward to the time of the coming of the Son of Man 
and proclaimed that Mormonism was alone the true form of Christ· 
ianity that must leaven the whole lump before He come. To the 
Mormon prophet, Joseph Smith, Jr., had been committed full authority 
to restore His church and effect the establishment of the Kingdom of 
God. 
Among early Mormons, as with their contemporaries, there 
an expectant air of imminent great events. While the Mormons 
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sook the extremes of the Millerites, they varied individually in their 
answer to when the «time of the end" would come. Nevertheless, these 
were the '1atter days" if not the last," and before the end comes this 
Gospel of the Kingdom must be preached in all the world. Men 
received simultaneously the Mormon priesthood and a call to preach 
and extend the borders of Mormonism in all the world, and to gather 
the righteous out of Babylon to Zion. Anciently, Israel had been 
scattered among the nations of the world. Now, scattered Israel 
must be gathered from those distant lands to live as Saints in pat-
terned villages in prelude to the Kingdom of God. The concept of 
Zion had connotations of landed inheritances, groups of heavenly 
cities of God on earth, the refuge of the Saints from the destruction 
of Babylon, the dwelling place of «the pure in heart." Faithful Saints 
would gather to Zion as readily as they would seek confirmation after 
baptism. 
Mormonism as a religion was an eastward expanding movement. 
Founded in western New York in 1830 it spread from friend to friend 
and from relative to relative into eastern New York, New England, 
and the middle central states. Freelance and appointed missionaries 
enthusiastically devoted the time they could spare from the farm and 
shop during otherwise more or less idle seasons to share their new 
found faith with former confidents. From gathering centers in the 
west - Kirtland, Ohio, western Missouri, and Nauvoo, Illinois - the 
faith spread into neighboring states. From New York Mormonism 
was taken into Canada, and from Canada to England. Scandinavians 
in America took the new revelation to their homeland and on into 
Germany. Throughout the British Isles it spread, then to French 
speaking Channel Islands, and thence to France itself, and on to 
Switzerland and Italy. From England, Mormonism spread to far-
Hung points in the British Empire, wherever Mormon converts, British 
subjects, chanced to move. Only in countries guaranteeing religious 
freedom could the new faith take root and grow, and even then the 
Mormons seemed always to take their faith to Protestants before 
Catholics, and Catholics before Jews, and Jews before the heathen. 
Only in the South Seas did the early Mormons extend the Christian 
frontier to the heathen. 
Joseph Smith encouraged the dedicated convert-missionary in 
giving full reign to this unfettered enthusiasm, kept administrative red 
tape at a minimum, and publicly noticed the fruits of his labors. 
Wherever a man's former work or travels had taken him, he was en-
couraged to retrace his steps to his old friends and relatives and lead 
them along this new path. No monetary return, for there was none, 
could match the abiding rewards for bringing souls to Zion . 
ce From the church's infancy the note of universality was sounded. 
Hearken, 0 ye people of my church . . . Hearken ye people from 
afar; and ye that are upon the islands of the sea, listen together. For 
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verily the voice of ,the Lord is unto all men, and there is none to 
escape. .. ." So ran the opening verses of the "Lord's Preface" to the 
Doctrine and Covenants. And the editor of The Evening and the 
Morning Star in 1832 impressed his readers with the immensity of the 
missionary task by printing a population inventory of world continents 
and countries and said that all these must be reached before the end 
come. The polemist and hymnist Parley P. Pratt sang the new faith 
"To every nation under heaven, From land to land, from sea to sea," 
through America, the towns and cities of Europe, the plains of Africa 
and India, the isles in every zone and Asia as well. The Mormon 
prophet himself directed his Twelve Apostles in 1843 to make plans 
for missions to all countries, and he cautioned them, "don't let a single 
corner of the earth go without a mission." 
EARLY MORMONS IN THE SOUTH SEAS 
THAT THE MORMONS should penetrate "the islands of the sea" and effect lasting establishments was almost inevitable, but that per-
manent establishments were made so early in the Pacific is due largely 
to the character of the first missionaries to remain in the South Sea 
islands. The gospel net catches all manner of fish, and in this case 
the catch was sailors, for it was sailors turned missionaries who laid 
firm foundations for Mormonism in the Pacific Islands. 
From Nauvoo to Tubuai, 1843-1844 
It began at Nauvoo, the Mormon city on the Mississippi. On the 
morning of May 11th, 1843, members of the Twelve met in President 
Smith's office and "Voted that Addison Pratt and Knowlton F. Hanks, 
Noah Rogers, Benjamin F. Grouard go on a mission to the Sandwich 
IslaDds." Twelve days later the four were given blessings and instruc-
tions. Noah Rogers was designated presiding officer - he was the 
oldest and likely had more experience in the church. Knowlton F. 
Hanks was the only unmarried member of the quartet, a young 
afflicted with consumption. It was thought that a sea voyage ~~.~-,_ 
be the best prescription for his recovery. Addison Pratt and Kp'n,lI·_ 
min F. Grouard came most naturally to the mission. No doubt the 
had its inception in Addison Pratt and in the fact that he had sailed 
seas on American whalers and trading vessels in the 1820s and 
ticularly in 1822 had skipped ship at the Hawaiian Islands and 
six months on Oahu, working and learning the language. At N 
he told Joseph Smith of his island experience. The suggestion 
parent to the call. Benjamin F. Grouard, too, was a seaman. He 
left home when "but a boy of 14 years - wild and unruly," and 
sailed the greater part of the world on American ships. He was 
able seaman and skilled mechanic (as later events were to 
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having helped build the first ironclad vessel in America. These two 
men knew the sea and were thereby prepared to patiently pass the 
days and months of a long voyage and of a longer mission as seamen 
turned missionaries among a seafaring people. 
The missionaries left Nauvoo on the 1st of June, 1843, and made 
their way to New Bedford, Massachusetts, center of the American 
whale fishery, where they found passage on the whaler Timoleon 
not for the Sandwich Islands as planned, but for the Society Islands. 
Saints in New Bedford and Boston contributed to their passage and 
the final gift of $300 from P. B. Lewis made the voyage possible. Also 
as passengers were Dr. and Mrs. Charles F. Winslow and young chil-
dren, and Mr. and Mrs. Seth Lincoln. 
The Timoleon got under way the 9th of October, 1843. Before 
the ship was out a month, however, Elder Hanks died and was buried 
at sea. The ship, searching out whaling grounds in all waters, made 
its way across the Atlantic, around the Cape of Good Hope, across 
the Indian Ocean, along the southern coast of Australia and into the 
Pacific. Land was touched twice on the long and tedious voyage of 
seven months. On the 30th of April the first landfall in Polynesia was 
made, the Island of Tubuai, about 400 miles south of Tahiti. 
Addison Pratt looked upon the natives as old acquaintances for 
their canoes and faces were precisely like those with which he was 
familiar in the Sandwich Islands, twenty years before. And he could 
be "understood by them a little in Owyhee." As soon as the natives 
learned that missionaries were on board, a cry was raised to have one 
remain among them. The elders were so impressed with the kind-
ness, hospitality, and religiosity of the natives that they believed it 
would be a neglect of duty not to comply. Accordingly, Addison 
Pratt, who "seemed most anxious," was chosen to remain. 
The Timoleon left Tubuai the 9th of May and landed at Papeete, 
Tahiti, on the 15th. 
The English and the French in Tahiti 
Tahiti, the largest and most important of the Society Islands, is a 
mass of broken mountains, separated by precipitous ravines, rising 
one upon another until the peaks lose themselves in cloudy mists. 
From the ravines pour mountain streams, many of them cascading 
hundreds of feet into deep chasms below. Most of the island is pro-
tected from the sea by coral reefs where the surf breaks white and 
marks the extent of the placid lagoon. Along the fertile shores are 
the dwellings of the natives, once children of nature living lives of 
ease in a paradise as real as the idyllic dreams of the Romanticists. 
~ut in May of 1844 Tahiti was far from a peaceful paradise. The 
lShland w~~ in a state of war! French forces were engaged in battle with 
t . e TahItians for the conquest of the island, and the war seemed to 
gIVe no sign of being settled easily or quickly. 
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Directly involved in the French-Tahitian conflict were mission-
aries of the London Missionary Society, resident in the islands since 
1797, and in recent years an effective religious, economic, and po-
litical force among the natives. As founded, the Society combined 
"the united efforts of Protestant Christians of evangelical sentiments" 
in a determination to take "the Glorious Gospel of the blessed God 
to the Heathen." The work of Christianizing and civilizing the na-
tives had proceeded slowly. There were numerous problems to solve. 
The English missionaries had learned the language and committed it 
to writing. They had printed Christian literature for the native peo-
ples in their own language, thus preserving Tahitian from eventual 
extinction. At first spelling-books, catechisms, and portions of the 
Scriptures were printed. The entire Bible was translated by 1835 
and the first printed copies arrived in Tahiti in September 1840. The 
missionaries had taught the natives to read, encouraged occupations 
among them, abolished infanticide and human sacrifice, retarded 
the spread of social diseases, and introduced Christianity. The then 
leading chief at Tahiti had abandoned his family idols early in 1816 
and was baptized in 1819. Christianization was progressive from 
about 1820 on. Mission stations were established on Tahiti and Eimeo 
(Moorea), and gradually others were established on the larger of the 
Leeward Islands. European political and legal institutions were in-
troduced alongside Christian social and religious forms. As represen-
tatives of a superior material culture and as leaders of their new 
religious life, the English missionaries were looked to for guidance in 
more than just religious matters, and they did not, nor could they 
easily, reject the additional roles of advisors in political, military, and 
economic affairs. It is not without some reason that they looked upon 
their field and their achievement with jealous protection. 
It was this protective attitude and the over-close association of 
mission service with political offices that led to the difficulties amoDl~. 
the English, French, and Tahitians. English missionary 
Pritchard severed his connections with the London Missionary Society 
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to become British Consul at Tahiti, and in that office strongly influ-
enced Queen Porn are to follow an anti-French and anti-Catholic 
policy. Moderation and allowing religious freedom on his part would 
have saved endless troubles for all concerned. Even so, France clear-
ly had imperial designs; she needed strategically located bases for 
empire. And French Catholics too desired to propogate their faith 
"among unbelievers and pagans." The matter came to a head when 
in 1836 two French Catholic priests landed in the Society Islands and 
were expelled by Queen Pomare who acted under the influence of 
Pritchard. France interceded to protect her citizens and by a series 
of interventions between 1838 and 1843 forcibly established a protect-
orate over the islands. In so doing she guaranteed basic freedoms and 
liberties. Respecting religion, she proclaimed that existing churches 
should continue, that the English missionaries may continue their 
work without molestation, that the same be guaranteed for all other 
religions, and that persons were not to be molested because of their 
religious faith. But Pritchard did not accept the French occupation 
and protested loudly to London. The whole affair might easily have 
led to war between France and England had it not been for calm 
statesmanship in both Paris and London. Disavowals were made on 
both sides, but France retained the Protectorate. In Tahiti, in the 
meantime, Pritchard and his missionary friends kept the natives 
stirred up, promising them British military aid in expelling the French. 
Thus the natives were kept divided in their loyalties and the island in 
a state of war. 
The Mormons at Tahiti, 1844 
This situation, however objectionable to the English missionaries, was 
the permissive factor for Mormon entrance into the Society Islands. 
The French had proclaimed religious freedom for all sects. Had the 
native government been in power, under the influence of the English 
missionaries, the Mormons would have been expelled as rapidly as had 
the Catholic priests before, and the Mormon mission come to an end 
before it began. 
Nevertheless, the Mormons faced problems. The natives were 
interested only in ending the war and solving its accompanying prob-
lems. The English missionaries excluded the Mormons from the only 
church facilities and influenced the natives against them. In addi-
tion, the Americans had the time-consuming and necessary task of 
learning the Tahitian language. After the first baptisms - Timoleon 
passengers Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln - fortunately enough the next con-
verts were among the white Tahitian speaking population, and these 
came to the aid of the missionaries. 
. Ever so slowly some facility with the language was gained, serv-
Ices were held only irregularly and a few were baptized, mainly 
American and English residents. Grouard, salt that he was, made it 
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a practice of meeting ships' crews on whaling vessels stopping at 
Papeete. Rogers brought some natives to believe but they would not 
obey. "Their reason was that they dare not, because they expected 
assistance from the English against the French, and they feared the 
missionary influence with the English government would be exerted 
against them if they embraced our principles." 
Lacking significant success on Tahiti after five months, Rogers 
took a schooner to Huahine in October. He met with no success there 
though he remained until late January. Grouard left Tahiti in late 
December, spent Christmas and January with Pratt on Tubuai, and 
returned to Tahiti. 
First stronghold on Tubuai, 1844-1845 
In contrast to the dark prospects for the mission on Tahiti, Addison 
Pratt met a situation entirely to his liking on Tubuai There was no 
white missionary on the island, nor had there been for a great length 
of time. Nor had the French conquest of Tahiti sent ripples this far. 
The natives, chiefs and preachers alike, were enthusiastic in urging 
Pratt to remain and be their teacher. And there were seven foreign-
ers, mostly Americans, who gave him good welcome. 
Pratt was taken into the dwelling of Nabota and his wife Telii 
who adopted him as hoa, friend, to care for his every need through all 
times and circumstances. " ... where I go, they go, and where I stay, 
they stay; they consider all they have is mine." Telii was a most pro-
ficient and knowing woman. She regularly cared for his clothes -
washed, mended, starched, and ironed them. To their store of native 
foods, Pratt by exercising his gunning and fishing propensities daily 
supplied the household with wild hens and ducks shot in the hills 
and marshes, or occasionally with an eel hooked in a nearby stream. 
Natives gave him arrow root to sell to ships for supplies, a sow 
("She has now 9 pigs"), and native cloth. One of the foreigners loaned 
him a Moorish fowling piece taken by the French at Algiers which he 
used on morning and evening hunting jaunts into the interior. A 
ship captain gave him a small dog of Spanish setter blood for a hunt-
ing companion. Here on "this highly favoured, and most beautifullY 
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pleasant island" he was treated "better than their princes." In journey-
ing about he was frequently put on their shoulders and carried over 
every puddle, and to and from the boat, not willing that he should 
wet his feet in any place. Only the loneliness and isolation from all 
communication with his family and church marred his sojourn. "Who 
could have described to me the beauties of this island, the salubrity 
of its climate, the abundant variety of its tropical fruits, the luxuriance 
of its soil, the abundance of its wild game, such as goats ... [descend-
ants of those loosed by the Bounty mutineers, that] swarm the moun-
tains by thousands, in marshes are swarms of ducks, and in the 
forests are an abundance of wild hens." And within the bounds of the 
fantastically beautiful coral reef, the lagoon "smooth as a pond and 
clear as crystal" abounded with excellent fish. 
To help him learn the language as pedectly and as soon as pos-
sible, he moved from the harbor village of Mataura to Mahu, the 
lesser village on the south side of the island, where he would be away 
from foreigners and be required to speak and hear only Tahitian. He 
was furnished an English-Tahitian pamphlet by King Tamatoa, and 
of course the London Missionary Society's translation of the Bible was 
a great help, though he came to regard the translation as impedect. 
The task of learning a foreign language, he wrote, "I can assure you 
is by no means an agreeable one." "What knowledge we have ob-
tained of the language is by hard study, and not by the <gift of 
tongues:" In five or six months "Paraita," Pratt, was preaching public 
sermons in Tahitian with "some proficiency." 
From the beginning Pratt familiarized himself with native ways 
and lived with the natives as a teacher, to teach and to be taught. 
He attended their schools and church services conducted by native 
missionaries. He held services in English for the foreigners, resident 
on the island, as well as ships' crews that stopped for refreshments. 
And he set up his own school, in time, for natives, young and old. His 
early routine consisted of a daily school, prayer meetings on Monday, 
Wednesday, and Friday evenings, and preaching on Sundays. Satur-
day he spent by himself while the people were busy preparing food 
for the week to come. By August, Pratt had decided to divide his 
efforts between the two communities - Mataura and Mahu. For over 
a year he alternated his teaching between the two villages, spending 
one week in each. And on Sacrament Sundays, the community of 
Saints from both villages would meet at one village for services. If 
he had been fortunate in trading with a ship, he had bread made from 
flour for the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper; for wine, cocoanut milk 
~as substituted. Pratt received great personal satisfaction from watch-
mg his congregation in "clean white dresses" singing songs he and ~elii had taught them and expressing a religious devotion deep and 
hmcere. Daily personal instruction was given in the Scriptures-often 
e was kept into the night answering Bible questions, interpreting 
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and explaining passages. In attending to the sick he frequently 
united faith with the natives in an administration by anointing and the 
laying on of hands; for others he applied home remedies common to 
Jacksonian America, and in some instances he decided to let nature 
take its own course! 
In learning the language, Pratt was aided from time to time by 
Charles Hill, an American, who gladly served as his interpreter. Pratt 
first taught Mormonism to the natives through Charles Hill, and it 
was not long before Hill himself was converted. In fact, the first con-
verts came from among the foreigners - Ambrose Alexander, Charles 
Hill, John Layton, William Carrington, James Clark, and John F. 
Bowen. These six of the seven ship builders had joined the church 
by July 22. The seventh "requested our prayers. But as he has been 
an old resident among these islands, he at last boldly confessed that 
he loved lewd women and rum too well to give them up yet, and he 
would run the risk a little longer. .. ." To the English missionaries 
it was miracle enough, singular in all these islands of the Pacific, that 
six of seven sailors on one island should be turned to religion, and 
Pratt too was moved to see tears of repentance stream down their 
salty faces. "How cheering it is to me to hear the voice of sailors 
in prayer." 
On the 29th of July, 1844, the T:ubuai branch of the Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints was organized - the first in the 
Pacific - with eleven members. Nabota and Telii were the first native 
converts, followed by Pauma, Hamoe (wife of Haametua), and then 
Haametua himself. The number of baptisms increased until by the 
end of February, 1845, there were sixty members (out of an island 
population of about two hundred). By this time Pratt could summarize 
his success and his role in the island community in these words: 
Among ... rmy native convertsl are the queen, who is heiress to 
the crown, a deputy king and his wife and daughter . . . the head chief 
and his wife ... and several of the subordinate chiefs; so you see the 
reins of government are within the church, and it has blundered me into 
a very awkward position, for if you will allow me to speak jestingly, 
I am prime minister of the island. My counsel is sought for in most law 
cases, though it is my endeavor to keep clear of them as much as pos-
sible. 
Whether he liked it or not, he held a political position very similar to 
that held by the English missionaries before him at Tahiti and other 
large islands. It was indeed, to Pratt, a delightful and fruitful field. 
From Tahiti 
When in February, 1845 Rogers and Grouard were back on Tahiti, 
they decided to go to distant islands where there were no English 
mission stations, and away from the seat of war. Accordingly 
parted company the 22nd of April, Grouard going east to the 1:;1<1,11"'1_ 
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of Anaa in the Tuamotus, and Rogers going west among the Leeward 
Islands of the Society Group. 
Noah Rogers' tour of the western islands in April, May, and June 
only compounded his discouragement. He touched at Moorea, anch~ 
ored at Huahine a month for repairs, then sailed south and west 
touching some of the Cook Islands and the Austral Islands but failing 
to reach Tubuai because of strong winds. At islands where he would 
preach, Rogers was informed by chiefs that the English missionaries 
had forbidden them to receive any missionaries or teachers unless 
they brought letters from them, <Cthat all who had not these letters 
were Popa havare (lying Catholics). Consequently they had passed a 
law that no white man should live among them." Rogers considered 
it a direct action against the Mormons. <c ••• the [English] missionaries 
had written to all the islands in the group to prevent our landing." 
By the middle of June, Rogers was back on Tahiti, alone, without 
success, without word from the church or his family, disheartened. 
American newspapers carried by passing ships confirmed vague news 
of trouble in Illinois and the death of Joseph Smith. He feared for 
his family of nine children at Nauvoo. He himself had suffered vio-
lence at the hands of Missourians in 1840. He knew what could hap-
pen. The opportunity presenting itself he took The Three Brothers 
to the States. He arrived at Nauvoo December 29,1845, was reunited 
with his family only to die in the spring exodus from Nauvoo. 
Anaa and the Tuamotus, 1845-1847 
To the east of the Society Islands are the low lying, narrow atolls and 
reef islands of the Tuamotu Archipelago, which stretch across almost 
a thousand miles of water. Soil is sparce and thin, and it supports 
little other than the cocoanut palm. But the shallow lagoons, fed 
outside water through breaks in the reefs, harbor multitudes of fish. 
For these amphibian Tuamotuans only a bare subsistence living is 
possible on coconut, fish, and some hogs. Yet they are among the 
most hardy, tall, and strong of all Oceanians. Because of the danger 
h
of sailing among the low and half hidden reefs, and the meager liveli-
ood provided on them, there were few visits from foreigners and 
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even the English mISsionaries made only rare visits, leaving what 
Christianization there was in the hands of Tahitian preachers. 
On the 1st of May, 1845, Benjamin F. Grouard landed on the 
island of Anaa, or Chain Island, the principal island of t:\1~ group. 
Boats came out to meet his ship - and here were chiefs, well dressed 
in native attire, quite in contrast to the unfavorable description he 
had heard. But on nearing the shore, he saw the beach lined with 
natives awaiting their arrival, "shouting and jabbering like a flock of 
ten thousand wild geese." " ... the wild shouts of these half civilized 
sons of the ocean" fairly frightened him, and "It seemed to me," he 
wrote, "as though I had got out of the world almost, and was on 
another planet among another race of people, or about entering among 
them." As he arrived at the landing place and leaped on shore: 
I was the next minute surrounded by some two or three hundred 
natives of both sexes of all ages: naked, half naked and clad; hooting, 
hallooing, laughing and jabbering like a legion of evil spirits. They 
looked to me wild and savage; and hearing the frightful savage noises 
they made, and not being able to understand a word they said, I really 
did not know but what I had become a victim for sacrifice in very deed. 
In a few minutes, the chiefs who had brought me on shore, having 
secured their boat, came and told me in Tahitian (which language they 
speak if they choose) to walk over to the village. The crowd of natives 
kept as close to me as they could without treading on me, both before 
and behind, and kept up their yelling without ceasing, which was to 
manifest their joy. 
At a head chief's house, Grouard was called upon to state his 
mission. He did so and distinguished himself from the English and 
the Catholic missionaries, stating he was rather an American. The 
chiefs said their people had liked those Americans who had been 
among them and so they looked with favor upon Grouard. Said the 
chief: 
. . . you are the first missionary from the land of white people that 
ever came to our poor land to live among US; the English missionaries at 
Tahiti never would come, because our land has not plenty of good things 
to eat, like they have on that land. We have often asked them to come 
but they always ask us what our food is: and when we tell them, nothing 
but cocoanuts, they say they cant come, but will send us a native of 
Tahiti, and those we dont want for we have learned that they are as 
bad or worse than we are, and now since you have loved us so much 
as to come to US, we feel very glad indeed, and we will try to make you 
comfortable and happy. 
Grouard settled at Matahoa and the next Sunday, May 4th, he 
preached "the first principles of the gospel" for the first time in the 
Tuamotus, using the text, Mark 16:15-17: "Go ye into all the world, 
and preach the gospel to every creature . .. " 
Grouard found only a hundred Christians on Anaa out of a popu-
lation "from two to three thousand," and to him "the only diflfer(mo". 
between them and those who had not been baptized was, when 
of the English missionaries came to collect the annual funds they 
called brethren and the others were not." Christian 
among the baptized "consisted in praying, keeping the sabbath 
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building meeting houses - actions were nothing." All were alike, 
habitually iying, cheating, stealing, whoreing and almost every other 
abominable thing was considered no disgrace or crime . .. ." They 
had the Bible and could read it, but "they knew no more of its con-
tents than a child ... they have been taught to look upon it as a rid-
dle . .. . The most simple passage was just as mysterious to them as 
Daniel's beast . .. ." 
A resident orometua, an American Mormon at that, stirred quite 
an excitement among the people of Anaa, and Grouard's time was 
fully taken up by visitors to his small room even till late at night, 
and by his own visits to neighboring villages. His first baptisms came 
May 25th, three weeks after his first sermon. From then on the num-
bers swelled. The rite of baptism by immersion caused hundreds to 
come to witness the ceremony as the "sprinkled" natives argued the 
''heresy.'' Governors, chiefs, judges, lowly people alike sought in-
struction from him, and applied for baptism. After making initial 
gains in neighboring villages, he took a month's tour of the five major 
settlements of the island (Temarie, Tukahara, Otepipi, Putuahara, and 
Tematahoa or Nake). By the first of August, at the conclusion of this 
tour, he had baptized 355 natives. By September 21st he had organ-
ized five branches with seventeen officers and 620 members in good 
standing - all in four months from his first baptism. 
The demands upon Grouard led him to seek the assistance of 
Addison Pratt still on Tubuai. A letter, he knew, might never reach 
him, so he decided to go himself. A native sailing craft, a pahi 
paumotu, was built for the voyage and served well until squally winds 
led to a wreck on the island of Mehetia. By fortune, however, Grou-
ard begged passage from a French vessel to Tahiti and immediately 
sent a message to Pratt by a vessel going to Tubuai and return, while 
Grouard remained on Tahiti. Pratt readily acceded to the request, 
and put the Tubuai branch in the charge of Charles Hill. The people 
of Tubuai were most reluctant to let Pratt go, but he promised to re-
turn or send elders. The occasion called for parting feasts and the 
gifts of native produce presented him mounted to the size of a small 
haystack. 'Warm reflections" were upon Pratt as he left "that de-
lightful spot where I had commenced my labours in the ministry." 
Much of Tubuai went with him, including his hoa and wife, Nabota 
and Telii. 
Pratt and Grouard remained a month on Tahiti, teaching and bap-
tizing in the outlying district of Tiarei before they could get away 
for Anaa, but made the island on the 3rd of February, 1846. 
The natives' joy knew no bounds when they saw both Grouard 
and Pratt with friends returning to their uninviting island. Feasts were 
given in each settlement in turn, and the missionaries settled down to 
~ork. In order to avoid jealousies, Pratt's Tubuai practice of spend-
109 a week at each of the branches and rotating his services among 
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the natives was followed. Responsibility for the branches was divided. 
Grouard took the two branches in the southeast half and Pratt the 
three in the northwest half of the island chain. Pratt set immediately 
to establishing schools for the young and the old, held his various 
services, and taught the Saints songs and hymns. Nabota and Telii 
were of considerable help to him and of course good companions. 
Converts were continually added to membership by the rounds of 
visits of the two Americans. 
In April, Grouard prepared to respond to a Tahitian call, but 
word next came of war breaking out again, so he turned his prepara-
tion into a tour among the outlying Tuamotus. He wanted Pratt to 
supervise the branches on Anaa: "You have a better facility to pre-
side than I have, and I like to pioneer better than you do." 
Between the 5th of June and the 18th of September, Grouard 
and a large crew of friends set out in a pahi paumotu and visited the 
larger coral islands to the north and east of Anaa. Natives of Anaa, 
ever good seamen, had gone ahead and told of the expected visit of 
"Turuati." Grouard and company made twelve stops at nine or ten 
islands (Faaite, Fakarava, Faau [Toau?], Kaukura, Makatea, Tika-
hau,. Rairoa [Rangiroa or Rahiroa], Arutua, Apataki, Toau, Fakarava, 
Faaite), baptized on six of them, in all 116 souls. In these islands 
especially, but to a lesser extent in Anaa, the mission was in direct 
contact with primitive peoples hardly one step from heathenism, and 
many steps from Christianity. 
On the 24th of September, 1846, the first Mormon conference in 
Polynesia was held on the island of Anaa. Ten branches of the church 
were represented, totalling 866 members "in good standing," which 
meant non-use of tobacco and spirits and adhering to Christian ideals 
of sex morality - all matters of grave trial to Polynesians. 
It was at this conference that Addison Pratt announced to the 
Saints his determination to return to the church, find his family, 
ascertain the reasons for the church's nonsupport of the mission and 
return with more missionaries. He left Anaa the middle of November 
for Tahiti where he remained until the end of March before obtain-
ing passage to the States. In the meantime he worked in the district 
of Tiarei and raised up a branch at Huau. With the departure of 
Pratt from the islands, March 28, 1841, the first phase of the mission 
history is closed. This offers a convenient time to essay on the im-
portant matter of the relations of the Mormon missionaries to the 
French, the English missionaries, and the natives. 
Cultural relations, 1844-1847 
From the arrival of the Mo~ons in Tahiti in 1844 their relations with 
the French Protectorate were amiable. The French, in taking the 
islands, guaranteed religious freedom for all faiths, and that pledge 
was reiterated from time to time. By the 1st of January, 1841, the 
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last struggle between the French and the natives was over, and the 
governor in addressing the natives as they came in giving up their 
arms, said, among other things, ". . . that they should embrace what 
kind of religion they thought proper, and he would protect from 
persecution, from any source." During the intervening years, the 
French observed rather closely the American missionaries and came 
to consider them peaceable persons and their doctrine peaceable doc-
trine. The governor is known to have taken the Mormon side more 
than once in disputes with English missionaries. 
Relations with missionaries of the London Missionary Society, 
however, were of a different character. The English could not look 
with pleasure upon American Mormons coming into their fields and 
reaping where they had sown at great expenditure of time, money 
and effort. The English warned the natives against these "dreadful 
deceivers," kept the Mormons from the use of facilities built for Eng-
lish services, registered complaints against the Mormons to the French 
Protectorate, and appealed to the natives against the Mormons, threat-
ening to deprive them of further distribution of Bibles and other tools 
of education, little gifts of clothing, and promising Bibles and gifts 
to those who left the Mormons. Between some of the English and 
the Mormons there was always "warfare," but with some the Mor-
mons got along quite well. From more than one, Addison Pratt re-
ceived the hand of fellowship and prayers for his success ("as long 
as I preacht the truth"). From one he received personal gifts of cloth-
ing for himself and books for his school, and another told him he 
would be welcome to come to Tahaa where he was resident. 
In teaching the natives, the Mormons expressed little apprecia-
tion for the achievements of the English missionaries or the long road 
the natives had travelled so swiftly in that one generation. These 
notable achievements the Mormons took for granted: heathenism had 
been broken down, the ancient idols destroyed, the maraes (cere-
monial worshipping places) abandoned, taboos largely eliminated, 
homes built and occupied by individual families (an effort to abolish 
communal sleeping), sexual promiscuity reduced, polygamy elimi-
nated, laws enacted against the importation and use of liquor among 
Christians, prohibition of native dances (some of which were to the 
missionaries too suggestive), and the establishment of schools, church-
es, and European political institutions adapted to native forms. Rath-
er, the Mormons felt that the English had failed in certain important 
respects. To them the English had bestowed upon the natives the 
curse of "sectarianism" (the observance of forms without a meaning 
to the forms, the nonconformity of personal behavior to profession 
~f. belief), taught them poor example with regard to drink and 
licentiousness," that the Bible had been given but not taught to them, 
that the natives had been taught to regard the Bible as a book of 
mysteries. Furthermore, the way the Mormons heard it, natives ob-
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jected to the heavy annual tax of island produce exacted from them, 
which they saw going not to London but to local enterprises of the 
missionaries in the islands, and for which the natives felt they received 
little or nothing in return, not even a white resident missionary to live 
among them as so frequently promised. 
It may be that a most significant factor contributing to Mormon 
success generally was the habit of Pratt and Grouard of living with 
the natives, on their own level, making no specious demands upon 
them for food or buildings or comforts, levying no taxes, teaching them 
by word and example day in and day out, not only the knowledgeable 
things of the Kingdom but the practical affairs of life as well. Few 
Mormons in the States had the qualifications for this service, and two 
former sailors turned missionaries seemed to have been able to adjust 
to the situation and make the most of it. 
The Mormon teaching to the natives, it must be remembered, 
was Mormonism as of early 1843, and even at that the missionaries 
had but a relatively short acquaintance with the faith: Rogers six 
years, Pratt five, and Grouard two. The only Mormon missionary 
literature employed was the Book of Mormon. Orson Pratt's Remark-
able Visions, and Parley P. Pratt's Voice of Warning. And these were 
in such short supply that they were soon dispensed, though sparingly 
and with discrimination, to Americans and Englishmen calling in 
ships. Church periodicals (rich in essay, sermon, and letter of Mor-
mon instruction, teaching, and history, as well as recent revelations) 
were wanting. And it is doubtful that much use was made of the 
Book of Mormon as an instrument of instruction. No Mormon read-
ing material in Tahitian could be offered the natives. Judging from 
diary entries it may be said that the Mormons taught foremost the 
basic teachings of Christianity - the doctrine of Christ, the ideal and 
the practical applications of the Christian ethic - and besides this, 
tenets more peculiar to Mormonism - the latter-day Restoration 
through Joseph Smith as prophet ("the coming forth of the great work 
of the last days"), restoration of divine authority (though hardly men-
tioned as such) and a lay priesthood (regularly established in organized 
branches), baptism by immersion (which contrasted so with the usual 
English practice of sprinkling), the gifts of the Spirit (particularly the 
gift of healing by the laying on of hands), the Word of Wisdom (ab-
stinence from the use of tobacco and liquor), the Christian law of 
chastity, and the gathering of the Saints to Zion. Church serviceS 
usually consisted of preaching on Sunday (with the Lord's Supper 
administered on the first Sunday of the month) and mid-week prayer 
meetings. Pratt conducted daily schools for old and young on Tubuai 
and Anaa. Mormon hymns were translated into Tahitian. Pratt 
taught Telii many tunes and she took over the task on Anaa when they 
went there. When natives had once learned a tune, they never tired 
of it, and would "collect at a neighbours house at dark and sing a neW' 
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tune over and over, till midnight." Grouard had not the patience for 
this kind of routine, and no doubt Telii's services were welcome to 
both missionaries. 
The journals of the Mormon missionaries make no references that 
imply a conscious or unconscious effort on their part of equating 
Mormon teaching with pre-Christian religious beliefs or practices. 
The natives of Tubuai were reluctant to admit their old practices to 
Pratt and he was there a year before they would tell him of cannibal-
ism, their sacrifices and rites at the maraes. Grouard got closer to primi-
tive religion in the Tuamotus, where he witnessed lingering super-
stitions and taboos relating to the maraes which he saw abandoned 
but not dismantled. It is doubtful that they probed much into native 
cosmology, but that they knew of ancient practices there is no doubt. 
To what extent they used their information as a wedge in teaching is 
only conjectural. 
Some writers have attributed Mormon success in Polynesia to the 
early Mormon institution of polygamy, an institution long established 
among the Polynesians, but abolished by the English missionaries. 
As a Mormon doctrine it was first taught only privately at Nauvoo and 
only after these elders left for the islands, and it was not publicly 
announced until 1852, and so far as can be determined, it was never 
practiced outside Western America. Certainly at no time was Mor-
mon polygamy taught to the Polynesians. 
In fact, the Mormon elders were not more emphatic on any 
other membership requirement than that of Christian chastity. « ... the 
sin of lycentiousness," Addison Pratt wrote, is "the crying sin of these 
Islands, and they commence it when small children. This sin I never 
cease to warn them against, both old and young." And Grouard, who 
was always defensive of the native character, felt that the defects he 
saw in their character had been given them by Europeans, «except 
licenciousness, that is an abomination as natural to them as for them 
to breathe, an old heathen practice . .. ." Indeed the Polynesians 
were nearly as free and unrestrained in their sexual relations as nature 
itself. They accepted this dynamic force as good. Individuals 
schooled themselves to attract and fully please their companions. 
They refined its enjoyment and expression, and gave of themselves 
as we might give bread to one who asks. While these relations were 
rigidly regulated as to eligibility of partners in some blood and class 
relations, and certainly a harmonious element in their social structure, 
missionaries were shocked at the apparent free and regular indul-
gence, and of course visiting sailors did all they could to take ad-
vantage of native hospitality. The Mormon teaching problem was 
compounded by the poor example set by whites, not only sailors and 
~aders but some English missionaries and their children. Tahitianiza-
~on had taken hold of the Christians, particularly on second genera-
tion residents. 
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Next to licentiousness, came the related problems of the use of 
liquor and tobacco. Drink had ever been a plague imposed upon the 
natives by European and American seamen. The English had induced 
some islanders to enforce laws against the landing of liquor and in 
some places for some times it was effective. But on some islands there 
were resident whites who ran grog shops and every ship that stopped 
dispensed, if it could, quantities to the natives. The Mormons made 
adultery and the use of liquor and tobacco tests of membership, and 
while "unruly" members would be "labored" with, it was not infre-
quent, especially on Anaa, for natives, young people particularly, to 
be cut off for drinking, smoking, and adultery, at once. This rule was 
later relaxed when Pratt returned from Utah and observed the coun-
sel he had received: "the Word of Wisdom was not to be enforced 
upon anyone, but it was a matter of choice with those belonging to 
the Church, and with promise if they kept it." However, the mission-
aries neither ordained nor administered to those who used liquor or 
tobacco. In the Tuamotus there arose "contention" over some of the 
Saints eating dog Hesh. Was this in violation of the Word of Wisdom? 
The missionaries determined that they might eat it if they wanted, 
which meant if they had no other Hesh to eat. 
"Labouring among these benighted children of heathenism," 
Grouard wrote on Anaa early in 1846, "is very different indeed from 
labouring among the enlightened people of civilized countries. It 
requires great patience and perseverance, and the greatest simplicity 
in teaching possible." But the satisfactions were great, too. The 
natives paid "the greatest respect to our teachings and authority, and 
sought advice from us in all things, temporal and spiritual." When 
Grouard landed on Anaa, affairs were in a state of confusion and dis-
order due to the troubles on Tahiti. His coming to Anaa, he was 
later told by chiefs, had saved the people from the "point of falling 
upon each other to kill each other," so much had restraints been 
thrown off, law Haunted by governed and governors alike. The two 
Americans were consulted on the administration of law and worked 
closely with chiefs in a determination "to destroy crime out of the 
land." Grouard expressed in these words his "great pleasure and satis-
faction" in witnessing the change wrought: 
... To hear them calling upon the Lord, who but a few short years 
before were the most ferocious savage cannibals, and to hear them call 
too in the name of Jesus for God to roll forth, establish and build up his 
latter day work, it caused more joy in my bosom than I can tell. Yes, 
but a few short years have past since their large double canoes, manned 
with from 50 to a 100 men, 15 or 20 in number would return from the 
adjacent Islands loaded with the sculls of those victims they had slain 
in battle and whose bodies they had eaten ... their old marais or wor-
shipping places are filled with the sculls now . . . . They were buried 
here in honor to their god, as trophies of their victories. Such were the 
people who are now rejoycing in the gospel. I have baptised three gen-
erations, namely, father, son and grandson, who have together set down 
to these feasts of human flesh, who are now faithful members of the 
Church of Christ. 
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Despite these successes that gave genuine satisfaction to the two 
isolated Mormons, they were haunted by the never answered ques-
tion: Why hadn't the church written them, sent them assistance or 
relief as promised so faithfully? While on board the Timoleon, Pratt 
had dreamed of the church in trouble, of the church moving, of his 
family living in a new place, and lately he had dreamed of being 
home with family and friends only to be rejected by all because he 
had quit his field of labor without proper release! These missionaries 
had been directed by Brigham Young to remain in the islands until 
released or relieved, and all their friends, especially those at New 
Bedford, had promised to write and keep them informed of church 
events. But these lone Mormons had received neither news, release, 
nor assistance from the church. Pratt received two 1844 letters from 
his wife only the day he received Grouard's letter to come to Tahiti 
and thence to Anaa - two and a half years from his separation from 
family. Earliest Mormon missionaries had gone and returned as the 
spirit moved them; some were directed to certain places, but returned 
at will. At Nauvoo, at the time of the initiation of the Pacific mis-
sion, there was only beginning the practice of calls to a particular 
place and for a period of time, and the Tahitian missionaries were not 
alone in all the world of being forgotten, once called on missions! 
They knew the church was likely in serious trouble. Passing ships 
repeated rumors that gave rise to grave fears for the safety of their 
families and the church at Nauvoo. No news only compounded their 
distress. 
On the 5th of March, 1846, Elders Pratt and Grouard received 
their first letter from the Twelve, a letter from Wilford Woodruff 
written at Nauvoo, November, 1844. On the same ship came American 
newspapers of 1845 which told of threats of violence and expulsion 
from Nauvoo. Woodruff's letter made no mention of the families of 
the missionaries. Pratt had heard from his wife, but Grouard had 
written more than a score to his and had received none in return. 
To Grouard it was significant that no mention was made of his wife 
at Nauvoo, and he concluded that she had returned to Philadelphia, 
where he had met and married her, and judging from his long and 
disappointing experience with her, he knew for himself that she had 
left him and the church and gone back to her old ways. N ow wedded 
to his field of labor, Grouard determined also that since "it is not 
good for man to be alone" he would marry and remain in the islands. 
Accordingly, shortly after the middle of April he took Tearo a full-
blooded native girl as wife, and according to Pratt "a member of the 
church, and the prettiest and best girl on the Island ... a rough 
stone .. . of the choicest marble ... whose form is genteel . .. ." As 
for Pratt, he determined to return to America and find his family and 
ascertain the cause of the non-support of the mission to Polynesia. 
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Addison Pratt's return to the States, 1847-1850 
It took three years for Addison Pratt to get to the church and return 
to the islands with additional forces. Word from Samuel Brannan 
written at Juan Fernandez Islands aboard the Brooklyn (carrying a 
company of Mormons to California) led him to expect the church and 
his family in California. From June of 1847 until the summer of 1848 
he was in California waiting definite word that would lead him to 
the gathering place of the Saints. He finally arrived in Salt Lake 
Valley the 28th of September, 1848, one week after his family had 
arrived there from Winter Quarters. Neither anticipated such a hap-
py coincidence of meeting, five years and four months from their 
separation at Nauvoo. 
Addison Pratt's presence in the small pioneer community of the 
second winter in the Valley stirred great interest in the Polynesian 
mission. The family's quarters in the Old Fort "were thronged with 
company, day and night, people calling to see . . . [his shells and 
curiosities] and hear about his mission . . . [as well as] numerous 
anecdotes respecting the islands and natives." 
On the 15th of October, 1848, Elder Pratt presented at conference 
his and Grouard's Anaa letter of October 19, 1846, which reported the 
mission and solicited support and assistance. Immediate support was 
pledged. The conference voted unanimously "that Elder Pratt return 
to the islands, accompanied by such elders as should be designated 
hereafter. .. ." 
To prepare such elders for an island mission, Pratt conducted 
during that winter a class for some twenty students, three evenings a 
week, in the study of the Tahitian language - Utah's first school for 
foreign language instruction and the exchange of international cul-
tural information! Wrote one scholar: "we can already read, translate 
and spell some words and sentences . .. . It is queer things, I assure 
you, that we have to learn." 
A company of Tahitian missionaries was ready to leave in June 
or July of 1849 but there arose delays due to the influx of Forty-Niners 
and then reports of Indian troubles on the overland route threatened 
the postponement of the mission another year. News came, however, 
that Grouard was threatening to go to the gold fields, like all other 
whites there, unless help came soon. Plans were accommodated, Ad-
dison Pratt and others would leave immediately to be followed the 
next spring by families and others. 
Addison Pratt and James S. Brown, a young veteran of the Mexi-
can War with the Mormon Battalion, left the Valley, October 2nd, 
with a company of Forty-Niners led by Jefferson Hunt, made their 
way to California via the southern route, arrived in San FrancisCO 
early the next year, obtained passage to the islands and landed at 
Papeete the 24th of May, 1850. 
That same spring, according to arrangement, there left from the 
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Valley a second company of men and families bound for the Society 
Islands. Included in the company were the following: Mrs. Addison 
(Louisa B.) Pratt and four daughters, Ellen, Francis, Lois, and Ann 
Louise; Jonathan Crosby and his wife Caroline (a sister of Mrs. Pratt) 
and young son Alma; Joseph Busby and wife; Thomas Tompkins, 
wife Jane, and two children; a Brother McMertry, wife, and child; 
Sidney Alvarus Hanks, who would redeem his dead brother's pledge 
of 1843 to fill a mission to the islands; Simeon A. Dunn; Julian Moses; 
and Hiram Clark, a boy of fourteen, who accompanied the Pratt fam-
ily, a kindness to Emmeline B. Wells, his near relative. Together, 
twenty-one persons, seven who would preach. These missionary fam-
ilies, in company with overland emigrants, left the Valley May 7th, 
took the overland route to Sacramento and San Francisco, left that 
port in August and arrived at the island of Tubuai the 21st of October, 
1850. 
Solitary Grouard, 1847-1850 
During Addison Pratt's three years absence, Benjamin F. Grouard 
maintained the mission, spending most of his time on Tahiti and 
Tubuai. Associated with him was John Hawkins who extended Grou-
ard's pioneer work and "opened up a large field" in the Tuamotus. 
Native elders assisted in the branches in each of the groups. All 
other Mormon foreigners in the islands had succumbed to the Cali-
fornia gold fever and gone off to the gold fields, though all but 
Lincoln returned to the islands rather soon. It was while at sea going 
to Tubuai that Grouard's wife Tearo died, leaving an infant daughter 
Sophronia. Grouard married again, to Nahina, daughter of a chief of 
Anaa, who was to bear him three sons. 
Elder Grouard spent much time in overcoming one of the major 
problems of the mission - transportation from island to island. While 
at Tahiti he and Hill built a boat, the Anaura, modeled after a whale-
boat, but larger and with a deck. On Tubuai another vessel, the 
Messenger, was built for the benefit of the church, but by mismanage-
ment she had to be sold to pay her debts, and the ship came into the 
pOssession of King Tamatoa. When Pratt arrived at Tahiti, Grouard 
was on Tubuai building another vessel for mission use, a vessel of 
eighty tons burthen, with twelve double berths in a spacious cabin, 
constructed of enduring island mahogany, tamanu wood, cut with pit 
saws by native hands. 
The Second Phase, 1850-1852 
From the arrival of Pratt and Brown at Tahiti in May until the end 
of the year was a time of delays and waiting imposed upon old hands 
and new by the apparent whims of the French government. When 
Pratt landed, he obtained the usual "Permit de Sejour," went beyond 
POint Venus to his little branch at Huau and there introduced Brown 
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to the people, the language, and the work. But early in July Grouard 
unexpectedly came from Tubuai to Papeete to stand trial before the 
French. He passed all questions and was permitted to return to 
Tubuai, but Pratt and Brown were restricted to Tahiti, forbidden to 
preach, and told to await the governor's pleasure. There may have 
been some misunderstanding on the part of the Mormons for after 
a long wait they applied again, and this time the governor simply 
stated that all he wanted of them and the others was a written ac-
count of their doctrine, faith, and practice, that he might judge wheth-
er they were to be excluded from the Protectorate islands or given 
full freedom, with the protection of the French government. Accord-
ingly the missionaries complied and on the 6th of November a state-
ment was submitted. Questions put were categorically answered to 
the governor's satisfaction and the Mormons signed to abide by the 
governor's regulations affecting their sojourn. The new "Permit de 
Sejour" significantly read that the missionary certified that he "a les 
moyens de pourvoir a sa subsistance pendant son Sejour a Taiti," - has 
the means to provide for his living during his sojourn at Tahiti. 
Foreigners of any description might no longer live off the natives, 
and natives were forbidden to so support foreigners. This new policy 
was to give the non-horne-supported Mormons some difficulties. 
On the 28th of January, 1851, Addison Pratt was reunited with 
his family, on Tubuai, having last seen them in Salt Lake Valley, 
October, 1849. With French permits in hand and protection assured, 
the Mormon missionaries turned with greater effort to the completion 
of the ship. Grouard was doing most of the metal work. Crosby 
helped others with the carpentry. Pratt made the sails. Americans 
and natives, by their labor investment, obtained a share in the ship's 
value. 
The mission ship, christened Ravaai (The Fisherman), was com-
pleted by mid-April and launched between the 18th and 21st. There 
were not enough church members on Tubuai to pull so heavy a craft 
so far and the missionaries had to solicit all native help. But the non-
Mormon natives played their hand well and said they would not help 
unless they could have a native dance and celebration in connection 
with the launching. The Mormons acquiesced and the natives took 
full advantage of the situation and prolonged the launching four days. 
They alternated dancing, pulling the craft, and feasting. The Ravam 
could now play a central role in the mission, supporting it in two 
ways: transport elders from island to island as demands and successes 
warranted, and engage in inter-island commerce as a means of inde-
pendent financial support. Its maiden voyage was begun the 10th 
of May, taking a large number of natives, white brethren, and mis-
sionaries to Tahiti. 
In conference at Tubuai (May 4) and Huau on Tahiti (May 18) 
mission assignments were made. Granted were the requests of Broth-
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ers McMertry and Tompkins to return to the States. (Busby and 
family had already left.) Tompkins received a special appointment, 
however, to go to California and obtain financial support for the 
mission (to help meet French requirements), solicit additional mis-
sionaries, and look up a gathering place in Lower California for Poly-
nesian Saints. Thomas Whitaker was voted to preside over church 
aHairs in Tahiti and Moorea, assisted by Julian Moses and two native 
elders; and John Hawkins was voted to preside over church affairs 
in the Tuamotus, assisted by Elders Brown, Dunn, and Hanks. This 
put the new missionaries with convert-foreigners, men with native 
wives, half-native residents themselves, who knew the language and 
island culture. Elders Pratt and Crosby (the only Utah missionaries 
remaining with families) were to conduct affairs at Tubuai, and visit 
the neighboring islands in the Australs. Grouard was made captain of 
the Ravaai. He would transport missionaries as required and at the 
same time ship cattle, lime juice, and other produce from island to 
island, as contracted from time to time. 
Despite the favorable outlook at this moment, the months ahead 
were to be filled with frustrations resulting in ultimate capitulation. 
The whole tempo of the mission was changed by the Ravaai. No doubt 
the pace remained much the same on Tahiti and Tubuai, but for 
Grouard and those on the move, the mission was changed. At Anaa, 
during Pratt and Grouard's absence, a young native had devised a 
new dance that had taken the island by storm and swept many church 
members with it. Brown and Hanks revitalized the church there and 
had they remained longer, it was thought, they would have had most 
of the island back in the church. The outlying Tuamotus were visited 
more frequently - a special domain of Hanks and Hawkins (whose 
wife was a native of Arutua). Even Jonathan Crosby spent some 
months in these islands and learned what it was to survive calm and 
storm in a small native craft on the open sea. Pratt fulfilled a pledge 
of long standing and took up lone residence (October 27 to December 
10) on Raivavae. The sisters Mrs. Pratt and Mrs. Crosby lived a lone-
ly existence on Tubuai with husbands gone much of the time. 
It was James S. Brown who had the more dramatic and fateful 
experience. Brown lacked the finesse of relationships with potential 
antagonists that saved Pratt and Grouard so many troubles. On 
Tahiti he had encountered English missionaries and come off second 
best. On Anaa he met a difficult situation. Of 900 members only 
~70 were "in good standing," due largely no doubt to having fallen 
mto promiscuities climaxing the dance. His aggressive efforts at 
revitalizing the Saints were complicated by the presence of four 
wat~h£ul French Catholic priests who had come to the island, raised 
an mfant parish of thirty members, chiefly of natives in the Protec-
torate's service. In Brown's personal conversations he naively 
COmmitted the impolitic blunder of displaying the American Hag, 
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recounting his exploits in the Mormon Battalion, and showing maps of 
America (the gold fields). This, with his sympathizing with the native 
complaints of living under the French "yoke" and of encouraging 
them to gather to the United States, was all that was needed by the 
French nationals. On the 28th of October he was arrested on charges 
suggesting sedition and sent in chains to Tahiti in a French man-of-
war and there imprisoned until the 15th of November. On the 17th 
he was ordered expelled from the French Protectorate islands, and to 
quit Tahiti on the first vessel leaving port. The American Consul 
Kelly signed a 50,000 franc bond for him and Grouard saw to it that 
the "first vessel leaving port" was the Ravaai. Brown was taken and 
left on Raivavae, December 10th, (then outside French dominions), 
where Pratt was meeting only a little success. Pratt now went with 
Grouard to Anaa and the Tuamotus, Mehetia, and then to Tubuai 
(January 9, 1852), rejoining his family. 
On Tubuai, Addison Pratt met his wife's complaints of her lonely 
situation and her grave concern for their safety. A visiting ship had 
unloaded a large supply of liquor, and the non-Mormons had taken 
several days to drink it up and dance it out, causing no end of fear to 
women left alone. And, too, Mrs. Pratt faced the problems of her 
young daughters of marriageable age, lacking suitable male company. 
Tahitianization could happen to the Mormons as it had happened to 
English Protestants. One hot night, Ellen and Frances innocently 
resorted to native costume and walked around the island only to be 
"propositioned" by a native chief. 
Nevertheless, the Mormon women on Tubuai performed worthy 
services. Ellen was a favorite with the natives. She learned the 
language quickly, loved the sea, and often went with her father on 
the Ravaai visiting the island Saints, teaching, singing, playing the 
accordion. Mrs. Pratt and Mrs. Crosby set an example of clean houses, 
taught promising native children as they did their own, and made 
quilts (one for the queen). Young Alma Crosby served as playmate 
for the queen's son when they were not in the mother's school, and 
the Pratt girls took care of native youngsters, too. Mrs. Pratt and 
Mrs. Crosby conducted the weekly women's prayer meeting, and it 
was to their satisfaction that they did learn the language sufficiently 
well to read Scripture, sing hymns, and pray in Tahitian. These women 
set a standard of Mormon home and family living that was to be 
perpetuated in the islands for years to come. 
No doubt Brown's expulsion cast a shadow on the other Ameri-
cans. But other factors bore equally on them to discourage and move 
them toward the abandonment of the mission. Pratt burned 
the persistence of the old problem: no letters, no support, or 
from home. (He did learn later that missionaries were ready to 
California for Tahiti but when they heard of Brown's im:pril>onmeiDl,l 
sailing orders were cancelled.) Pratt and associates had taught 
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principle of the gathering but where was the passage to get the natives 
to Zion? Some of the missionaries sent down in 1850 had been of 
little help. Brown was energetic and knew the language, but was 
now limited in his usefulness, and other elders were slow learning the 
language. The work was being sustained mainly by the white breth-
ren married to natives. 
To the Mormons, French administrative policy was the major 
source of their distress: the revival of native dances and "heathenish 
practices," and the repeal of prohibition on liquor, accompanied by a 
general decline in morals and good order in the islands, seemed to 
lead to the undoing of their work and made futile any further effort. 
An 1851 law had restricted their activities some, but a law of March 
1852 in effect put church under state - it created the office of district 
minister, to be chosen by the chiefs in the Protectorate government, 
made anyone eligible for the office, to be elected by majority vote. The 
election of a foreigner as district minister must be submitted to the 
governor. Itinerant missionary work would be practically impos-
sible. The English missionaries found this so against their principles 
that all but one of them left the islands in 1852. 
All these matters came to a head in the early months of 1852. 
There seemed nothing left to do but to withdraw from the islands, 
and try it again later. The Ravaai was readied for sea-perhaps to take 
them to the States, as had been the plan when it was built. But 
native part-owners refused to sell their interest to Grouard or let the 
ship go to America, so precious were such ships in the islands. The 
missionaries could do nothing but sell. On the 6th of April, the Ameri-
can families left Tubuai never to see it again. Farewells had been 
repeated often in those last days, and parting gifts were exchanged. 
The Mormons were given food enough, it seemed, to last them the 
voyage home. The Ravaai got past the reef before dark and after she 
was well under way there could still be heard from the shore "Ia 
Grana outou." "Peace be with you." 
At Tahiti the brethren went to work contracting carpentry jobs 
to earn money for their passages. Grouard sold his interest in the 
Ravaai for $400 which paid the passage for his and Pratt's families to 
the States. On the 16th of May, 1852, Addison Pratt and family, 
Benjamin F. Grouard, native wife Nahina and children, left Tahiti on 
the bark Callao for San Francisco. About ten weeks later, July 28th, 
the Agate at Tahiti drove a hard bargain to take to America the Cros-
bys "and brethren" (Whitaker and Alexander and possibly Layton, 
each with native wives; Julian Moses quite possibly left with them 
and also Simeon A. Dunn, though this is uncertain). 
By the time James S. Brown left the islands, November 26th, he 
co.uld only report having heard of a Mormon "revolt" on Anaa. Cath-~hc priests had gained the offices of district ministers and had forbid-
en Mormon meetings, public or private. When a priest endeavored 
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to break up a meeting of Mormons in a home a fight ensued and the 
priest was killed. Force of arms was applied to suppress the revolt. 
Prisoners were taken, and deaths inflicted. The adamant Mormons 
were to know in the years ahead persecution at the point of the sword. 
By the end of 1852, Sidney Alvarus Hanks alone remained of the 
Utah elders, and he was far to the east in the Tuamotus - too far for 
the French to give him any consideration whatsoever. There he re-
mained for years (1857 at least), destitute of provisions or clothes ex-
cept as native fare could provide - he had "almost turned native 
entirely." Of the white brethren with native wives, John Hawkins 
alone did not gather to Zion in America, but remained to live out his 
life in the islands. 
This Mormon mission to Polynesia had been initiated and main-
tained at considerable personal sacrifice. At his earlier parting from 
the islands Addison Pratt reflected on these things: 
.. . We have withstood the frowns of poverty, the opposition of 
men and devils, and the abusive negligence of the Church and our 
friends in America ... traveling over the sharp coral rocks, the slippery 
mountains with our toes out of our shoes, and our knees and elbows out 
of our clothes, living a part of our time on cocoanuts and raw fish and 
sleeping on the ground, for the sake of obeying the Savior's commands 
and preaching the gospel to the natives of the South Sea Islands. 
EPILOGUE 
I T IS STRANGE what the tides of fortune do to our ideals. The early Christian church passed through the stages of the persecuted, the 
tolerated, and the persecuting church. The English Protestant mis-
sionaries had come to Tahiti under toleration; they became intolerant 
of competition. This very intolerance led to the French conquest. 
The French proclaimed toleration so that Catholicism might be toler-
ated, and, once firmly established, they became less tolerant of other 
faiths. The French conquest had made it possible in 1844 for the 
Mormon mission to become established, but in 1852 French policy 
made it impracticable for it to continue. The Mormon natives revolted 
against what was to them an infringement of religious freedom, and 
took means into their hands which brought persecution upon them. 
Into the paradise islands of the South Seas, apostles of peace 
brought the warring divisions of Christianity. Into domains taken for 
Christ by English Protestants came the Mormons proclaiming a Res-
toration of Christianity. Strangely enough, Mormon islanders came 
to be plagued by divisions within the Latter-day Restoration mOVe-
ment itself. 
Addison Pratt and Benjamin F. Grouard together in 1853 and 
Pratt and Ambrose Alexander in 1856 attempted to reestablish the 
mission but failed. By the end of the 1850s the early experience 
the Mormons in the South Seas was ended, and native Mormons, 
tween 1500 and 2000 in number, scattered over thousands of miles 
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water, were left unsupervised in their exercise of the unique Mormon 
practice of lay priesthood leadership in which they had been trained 
by the Utah missionaries. It was not until about 1867, a few years 
after French Protestants were invited to Tahiti, that general toleration 
was extended throughout the Protectorate. 
During these long unsheperded years, the Saints on Tubuai rather 
successfully maintained their Mormon belief and practice; Mahu be-
came Tiona, Zion for them. Similarly on Tahiti, a Mormon Polynesian 
Zion was established in the village of Faaa, a few miles west of 
Papeete. In the Tuamotus, where there was the strongest Catholic 
opposition to the large Mormon congregations, the Saints wrangled 
themselves into factions - Mormons, Israelites, Abrahamites, Darkites, 
and Whistlers - each marked by an exaggeration or rejection of 
some particular element in the Mormon teaching they had earlier 
received. Schism was compounded by a facility for easy movement 
between Catholic and Mormon worship. Robert Louis Stevenson in 
1888 observed that these Tuamotuan Catholics and Mormons "front 
each other proudly with a false air of permanence; yet are but shapes, 
their membership in a perpetual flux. The Mormon attends mass 
with devotion; the Catholic sits attentive at a Mormon sermon, and 
tomorrow each may have transferred allegiance." In health, Catholi-
cism was "the more fashionable," 'but on the approach of sickness it 
was judged prudent to secede. As a Mormon, there were five chances 
out of six you might recover; as a Catholic, your hopes were 
small. .. ." Even so, to Stevenson, the Tuamotuan Mormon "seemed 
a phenomenon apart. He marries but the one wife, uses the Protestant 
Bible, observes Protestant forms of worship, forbids the use of liquor 
and tobacco, practices adult baptism by immersion, and after every 
public sin, rechristens the backslider." 
In 1873 two missionaries of the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter-Day Saints (followers of Joseph Smith III and opposed 
to Brigham Young), enroute to Australia, stopped at Papeete, Tahiti, 
for ship repairs. West of Papeete, they came upon the Mormon com-
munity at Faaa, where they were met with eager inquiries about 
"Paraita\ Paraita\" "Pratt\" In this Tiona they found the teachings and 
services of the church fully perpetuated, the doctrines of the church 
clearly understood, the Saints exhibiting unexceptionable morals, "a 
modest behavior that would be considered perfect anywhere," and the 
family relation fully established. These native Saints were now re-
baptized, and gathered into the Reorganite fold, calling themselves 
Kanitos, Saints. 
It was not until 1892 that Utah Mormon missionaries came from ~amoa to Tahiti and unexpectedly found their "Josephite" relations 
arvesting the field. To assist in their task of convincing the Saints ~at they, instead of the Reorganites, were more closely related to the 
c urch of Pratt and Grouard, James S. Brown, Pratt's 1849 companion 
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from Salt Lake City, returned to the islands in 1893 and helped lead 
his old friends and other Saints to their former affiliation. Nevertheless, 
to this day the divisions of Mormonism persist. 
Here in the Pacific Ocean area, where the peoples of the world 
meet as nowhere else, the Mormons first demonstrated their commit-
ment to universal conversion, that their faith was "to every nation, 
and kindred, and tongue, and people . . . ." However superficial the 
veneer of Christianity or Mormonism may have been with some, sure-
ly many hearts were changed and the difficult transition from primi-
tive to more modern society was eased, as there was transplanted 
from America a bit of Mormon Zion into a Polynesian paradise. 
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